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hey

Almost a year later and we’re on the third one of these
things. As volume three has come into shape, I’ve
thought a lot about what pip should be. In a nutshell
I want it to be a watering hole of fresh ideas, up-andcoming artists and diverse perspectives. The theme
this time around is “stranger(s)” and with that in mind
there are a couple new features to this one. First, pip
family member Marcus Dénommé took to the streets/
internet and hunted down Vancouver based artist
Bryce Aspinall for an interview (page 26) exclusively
for you. Something else that’s got the new-car-smell is
a playlist that I put together, also just for you, that can
be played through Spotify (page 42). I hope you’ll hop
on a bus, tune in, and people-watch while grooving
to the tunes. Last, most artists have provided a link
to their social media, or website, so if you want to see
more, simply tap their name, and just maybe you’ll
strike gold. Ok, enough rambling, go ahead and
dive in.
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TO BUIL D A CIT Y?
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colla ge
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burmuda
triangle
by JES SE PICKE T T
2017

The dark hot sea sizzles in front of me,
just beyond the concrete curb of 52nd St.
A woman tries to sneak passed,
through the narrow space between us;
just barely enough room for my apologetic smile,
and her four-child stroller.
Bang, bang.
The distant drums fill the air.
Bang, bang.
The folding chairs desperately dance,
to find the clearest view.
Children wave endlessly,
as candy is thrown from honking cars,
and marching bands throw horses into shitting frenzies.
Street sweepers clear the shit
for the anxious equestrians,
but only silence follows the politicians.
Taekwondo block-breakers,
the beauty pageant winner,
and a child wearing a spine costume.
More candy and smiles,
before the somber war amps;
a cautionary tale for the candy-grabbers.
Bang, bang.
Now a distant echo.
Chairs dance off,
the way they always do,
at ritual’s end.
Seniors and strollers
sweep the triangle away.
Just in time for the lunch rush.
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ZIMA W WARSZ AWIE
Jakub Markiewicz
35mm
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IF YOU FEEL A STR ANGER TO YOUR
HOUSE: BUIL D YOUR OWN HOME
Julia C undari
thre a d on can vas
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familial
stranger
by SAM KREUGER
2017

O! Montréal Poet!
Mother’s cousin,
dead, though once
introduced through
secondhand remembrance
I had warmly wished to gain
your society—
Wished vainly,
ten years too late:
Your wheezing departure
an untimely promise
( for even your Véhicular friends
dared not guess you’d quake so long,
sickening towards sixty).
Seeking frantically,
my poet’s pretending fingers
validated vicariously in finding
a publisher’s tribute, and,
suddenly—
Feeling conspiratorial
in the cadence
of a wild smile,
that broad eventual
plane crooked & squinty
in its exhalation
( familiar in uncle,
self, uncle)
Loving, all at once,
with weird cognizance
the Judaic nose
and rosy eyebrows
( familiar in all
gilded faces).
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The publisher claimed
wanting to capture
you laughing, the way
you were, reportedly,
often.
Your poems tell
if not a different
a supplemented tale:
Thoughts jockeying for
position in a frantic,
frenetic pate,
gifted fingers slamming
home on home-bolts thrown—
keeping out the grimy
quotidian dust and fears
of your chère, cher Montréal.
Existence bargained dearly
from yourself among
the cats you so loved
and whose silken
fur contributed
to your littered
literary labour;
your laboured
breathing.
Single hairs
mingling motes,
flies in the honeygolden sun of your
curio-stuffed
and solitary duplex.

At least, this is how
I imagine such a life,
greenly breathing
salted ocean air from
an unimagined future
that reckons you
seldom by
your Collected Books,
sulked unsullied
in dull Dal stacks.
My own quaking fingers,
nervelessly applied,
eagerly grope mint pages
constructing a history
through our words,
desperately marking poetical
a family signature slipped
out of time.
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stranger,
still

by EL L EN ORCHARD
2017

I have been here fourteen years and in most ways I
am still a stranger. I can name you four instances why
right now. Each time I trudge down that same downtrodden lane off of Tomar Crescent, you know the one,
I notice something different every time. A discoloured
rail, a ball that almost certainly wasn’t there the day
before. A twig that’s snapped from its parent branch,
or heck, sometimes on a great day, I see a whole new
tree. In this way, life keeps you on your toes, I think.
I live in the city so I can never be lonely. Too many
people to feel secluded. But, it’s the funniest thing,
really it is, that even though I must pass about fifty
people each morning on my morning commute, I will
exchange words with perhaps three of them, and I
will have a proper conversation with not one of them.
This is all starting to sound a bit sad in hindsight, like
I know not a single soul. But that couldn’t be further from the truth. I do in fact know about a couple
hundred people in this city, and about 15 I count as
true friends. That’s pretty good considering that they
say you can only have thirty true friends at one given
moment. Well, I’ve half of that around me in this city.
Fifteen, plus Tom, but Tom’s a little different.
I met Tom fourteen years ago in a pub I did not intend
to frequent. He truly swept me off my feet. Sometimes
I think that was part of the problem. It felt great to
be blindsided by love, but I really had little choice in
the matter. And in many ways that was inconvenient.
We used to play this game, when we were getting to
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know each other, where we’d pick a topic and then
have to tell a strange past experience relating to it. If
the other thought they could top it, they’d intercept
with “stranger, still”. So, for example, he’d say “Food!”
and I’d tell him about the first time I had pineapple
at my neighbor Hannah’s house and I thought it was
the most delicious thing I’d ever had, and so I ate a
whole one. I got home and was sick several times, and
ever since then, I can’t bring myself to taste it, or even
smell it.
He’d challenge me: “Stranger still. One time on a very
windy day, a woman dropped a jar of mayonnaise and
it smashed on the quays, yellow paste squirting in a
million directions. A piece of glass flew and grazed my
right cheek, and cut my face. I still have a faint scar.”
Well I have to say, I loved it. Because even now when I
think of Tom, my mental image of him is composed of
all his strangest actions. And in many ways, these are
the most telling.
I was resistant to settle but in the end, the inevitable happened: we got married. We bought a house
together, invited other couples for dinner: it was all
so foreign to me! And we were happy, for many years.
Sometimes I’d hear some of his strange stories twice,
and I’d worry that there would be nothing stranger,
but we were comfortable. His oddities became familiar, and I think we both found this equally soothing
and tedious.

He began to grow distant, spending less time in the
house, and even when he was there, it felt like he
wasn’t really there. One night when I aimed for a nostalgic round of “stranger, still” he dismissed me right
then and there, and that’s when I began to feel I was
living with a stranger. Funny how you can live with
a person for fourteen years, and then they suddenly
reveal themselves to be a stranger.
The night before we split, he came home late from work
teary eyed: “It’s just, it’s not the same Rosie,” he said
slowly shaking his head. He hesitated and spoke again,
“Or, it’s exactly the same and that’s the problem.”
Well, let me tell you, that bamboozled me for months.
But I think I get it better now. Tom and I knew each
other well, but in a way, we knew nothing at all about
each other really. That’s the thing about familiarity:
it’s too comfortable. Like a giant safety net that can
trap us from daring any longer. In the end, we split
peacefully, and with a dullness and tedium that was
symbolic of the latter stages of our relationship.
After he left, I decided to stay in the house. This was, after all my home now. And for a while I got on well, even
great. I decided to take some time alone. And I wasn’t
lonely, really I wasn’t. I have great friends, the ones I
mentioned earlier and since Tom had resigned himself
to being a stranger in those last few months, in many
ways I am less lonely now then when he was here.
Life carried on in the way that it does, and I became
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comfortable again; always weary however, of feeling
too settled.
That’s why this morning, when I set off for work at
eight, taking the same stride down Halliday Road, and
reached the lane at Tomar Crescent and was unable
to notice anything new, I just sort of panicked. Not an
unfamiliar rail, ball, twig or tree in sight. Not even the
swing was in motion. The place had not changed in the
slightest. I plopped myself on the ground and realized
that today would be my last day at work, my last evening in this city.
When I collect my things this evening, I will have been
here for fourteen years and three days. It will take me
about twenty five minutes to pack up my things. This
estimation comes from past experience; it’s a ball-park
figure. When Tom left it took him about an hour and
forty five minutes to collect his things. He had a whole
ten years of mangled possessions and memories to
attend to; you know how things scatter. After our split, I
decided I should get rid of everything that I associated
with Tom, and when I was done, I realized I had significantly fewer things. Memories work to contaminate.
All day I’ve been excited at the prospect of picking up
and moving on, with my scant possessions to a new
location. It just feels right, I think. I look forward to being a stranger in a new town, and hopefully find myself
after the next fourteen years, a stranger there, still.
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men t al no tes
AN IN TERVIE W WITH

BY M ARCUS DÉNOMMÉ

KNOW YOUR L IMIT, PL AY WITHIN IT, Br yce Aspinall
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mental notes

an interview with Bryce Aspinall
by MARCUS DÉNOMMÉ

Hailing from the lower mainland of so-called Vancouver, Bryce Aspinall has been tying together local
music scenes, skate culture, and apparel design
with his illustrative design and artwork. You can
spot his paintings on repurposed denim from the
clothing line Brand™ and his illustrations on a recent
cover of Discorder Magazine. Staying true to himself, and finding a flow in the artwork is what Aspinall is all about. Bryce and I met up to skate some
less visited spots in the city and show you an inside
on what he’s been up to.
Any good stranger stories?
Yeah! This german hitchhiker. I was in Kelowna visiting my mom, and saw this guy with this one long
dread coming out of the back of his head, I was like
“who is this guy?” Come back the next day and he’s
there again, so I started talking to him and he said
he was sleeping at the skatepark. So I invited him
over for dinner, he came over stayed with my family
and I for like a week. I ended up bringing him back
to Vancouver and he stayed with me and friends for
like 4 months, he became my best friend and I’m
going to go see him in Germany.

UNIFIED, Br yce Aspinall
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Nice! Are you usually stoked to meet strangers?
I think talking to anyone is good. I always hear from
people that recently moved to Vancouver that “everyone here is pretentious and closed-offish”, and maybe
I can see that? I don’t know because I’ve lived here
most of my life, but that’s what motivates me to try
and be open with every single person. Just let people
in, that’s how you open the door for yourself.
Illustration seems to be a big part of your work.
What’s your process like with illustration?
Basically, it’s just sketching something out until I
am happy with it. I find the best way is talking to
people, I like talking to my friends. There will be that
one thing that they say that just clicks, and there
it is. That’s what I need. My one friend Clinton has
the perfect mind for it. He just has the mind that
can spark that idea in my head, or even push it in
the right direction. And that’s what I like the best, is
interacting with people.
I love how you use text and image in your work.
What does the text usually represent?
I usually will just write random things down. I almost want it to be poetic, but it’s not. It’s literally just

random bubbles of words that come to my head and
sometimes even I have to decipher it. Sometimes I’m
like “what the fuck was I talking about when I wrote
this?” Thats what I like about it. I want the audience
to decipher it, because it means anything at that
point if I can’t even remember what it means.
So words first, then comes the image?
The words usually do have some sort of relation with
the drawing, but sometimes it’s really just what I am
feeling. When I am in a shitty mood, that’s when
I make the best art, because I have so many more
emotions coming out of me. That’s when I write a
lot as well.
What’s the story behind Brand?
Brand is a clothing company that repurposes vintage denim jackets and jeans by illustrating graphics on them. At F as in Frank where I work, I had
so much access to denim and jeans, and my lady
friend had mentioned, “why not draw on them?” It
took me a bit before I realized she was right. I chose
the name Brand because working at the shop, you
really understand that this Gucci scarf is only $1500
because it’s in a Gucci shop, once it comes to us, it’s

SEPAR ATED, Br yce Aspinall
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just a scarf. I just find it humorous that people live
by that “brand” name.
Totally! Tell me about the process behind drawing
on denim?
It’s kinda hard because you can’t stencil it out so
you just go with it, and hope that all the proportions
are right. You have this canvas that moves, so you
have to tie it down, and you have the idea in your
head and you just hope that it turns out right.
Anything lined up for the rest of the summer?
I’m going traveling in Europe in August. My goal for
myself, is to build on my personality and my character, this is when I feel keeping a journal is most
important. The words are something that I can put
on paper, come back to and be like, that’s what I
was thinking, that’s what I am doing, and that’s what
I need to do! So it’s mental notes to come back to,
and remind myself not to fuck up.
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strangers with the
same face
by TIMM A FL ANAG AN
2017

Twenty-eight of the same smiles look back at me
Cousins from diverging lines,
Converge upon mannerisms that reflect your own
Your presence exists and reflects back in the stranger
across from you
The stranger in front of you remembers you
Or maybe they don’t
This stranger in front of you has a piece of you
Hidden in them
Maybe a similar laugh, or the same corner that some
of us escape to
Or maybe they don’t
But the stranger is so far away
So unknowable – except for these familial/r glimmers
of yourself
We learn something new about ourselves through
family.
When the best, and the worst is brought
Or maybe it isn’t
Do you cope well in tough situations?
Are you sensitive?
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Maybe not
Polite to a fault?
Anxious at parties, but crave company?
Maybe // maybe not
But forget-me-not
Guilty, worshipers of simple moments, drinkers of tea,
companions.
But forget-me-not
If you know the other person, but they don’t know
you… are you strangers? How long does it take
for someone so similar, to become estranged and
strange?
As the third youngest of twenty-eight
my memories are
Shorter then the rest
Restful
My love for those, extends past the limits of my
memories
With tendrils reaching towards the darkness
beyond(,) the memories(’) end
Love does not end with what I can recollect
I end with what we all have collected,
Stranger family members
Those who deliver parts of ourselves with passing
moments
We are unravelled and formed by a stranger’s
definition,
The strangest ones come from those who know us the
best
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I remember when I
was new to the Island
and cut my feet on
the hot rocks by St.
Mary’s Lake, they
clap after movies
finish at the little
local theatre and
I thought it was
charming until I
knew everyone in the
theatre and then I
found it suffocating
and god I just wish
that I could go back
to my first summer
on the Island where
it was just me and
some dumb turtle I
found by the lake.
by PAISL E Y CONR AD
2017

the turtle! by the lake.
a first, of two kinds:
first eye-meet on Salt Spring.
first small thing I caught that year.
I
too
like the water and gravitate
to concrete
to feel new heat.
all concrete is
is accumulated sunshine
with a crisp black lid
that fits just right
on real tight.
the other colours
would let rays escape
(blue is especially
bad for this)
bad and ugly unless wet.
I dry out like turtle legs
(this is why we both
move so slowly)
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UNTITL ED
Pete Fung
ceramics
2015
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